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Long treated as marginal to United States strategic interests, political, economic, and
security, developments on the African continent have forced a reconsideration of Africa
geopolitical (and ...

s

Africa Isn t an Island: An Emerging Continent and the Geopolitics of the 21st Century
The answer to the question should then be found in the nature of the LIO, under which China
has grown into what it is today. The story of China's rapid elevation to the status of
superpower has also ...
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Whither China? No clear answer
With the structures of global governance continuing to reflect and confront the security
challenges of yesterday, emerging geopolitical shifts of the 21st century pose new global
threats and security ...
Geopolitics vs. Global Governance: Reinterpreting International Security
AS CHINA celebrated 100 years of the ruling Communist Party of China it was also
celebrating the nation s rise from a humiliated colony subjugated by Western imperialism
to a global ...
From humiliated colony to global power
Geopolitical tensions between China and the United States risk accelerating ecological
breakdowns. To ensure a multilateral approach to climate action and advance responsible
ecological stewardship, ...
Ecological Diplomacy and EU International Partnerships: China, Africa, and Beyond
While the EU has spent several years developing a climate security strategy, it needs a more
comprehensive approach to the geopolitics of climate change if it is to tackle fully the
strategic ...
The EU s Indirect and Defensive Approach to Climate Security
As for 21st-century geopolitics, people may forget what ... has become a defining priority of
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governments and the pivot of geopolitical competition. There is a great sense of urgency,
with the ...
Why the US-led response to China s belt and road is a cause for celebration, not alarm
It is questionable how geoeconomics will be separated from geopolitics as the two are
interrelated. Moreover, at a time when Pakistan is confronted with more than one
geopolitical storm ...
Not by words alone
In the 20th century, oil was the supreme global resource. But this year s shortages have
prompted a 21st century catchphrase ... We explicitly saw geopolitics as one of the risks to
our ...
From Cars to Toasters, America's Semiconductor Shortage Is Wreaking Havoc on Our Lives.
Can We Fix It?
For centuries, great powers, regardless of their colours and stripes, competed under the
pretext of security, but eventually led to greater global insecurity. Their attempts to
dominate regions ...
Super powers are super reckless (and foolish)
If the strategy is successful, the NSR could be to Russia in the 21st century what the Panama
Canal was to the United States in the 20th century: a connecting passage between regional
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naval fleets ...
Russia and the Changing Geopolitics of the Arctic
India needs to assume a more prominent and proactive role in the present geopolitical
scenario. This demands engagement ...
The Role of India s Northeast in the Regional Cooperation Architecture
While much of the bill s impact is domestic, the geopolitics angle is crucial ... in the United
States plan to win the 21st century. As I recently argued, our imagination for what ...
The Promise and Peril of Technological Competition
The paper says the latest bill to help US compete with China could be a turning point for
American leadership in the 21st century. NEW DELHI (THE STATESMAN/ASIA NEWS
NETWORK) - Geopolitics has ...
Imperfect competition between US and China: Statesman
The 68 to 32 Senate majority should be commended for firmly backing America in the great
game for technological superiority in the 21st century ... this crossroads of geopolitics and
technology.
Congress faces China in the great game for tech superiority
The growth of strategic arsenals is a consequence of geopolitical rivalry ... Sempa is an
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attorney and the author of Geopolitics: From the Cold War to the 21st Century and
America s Global Role: ...
The Arms Control Delusion Lives On.
More than any other figure from India s recent history, Curzon grappled with the
geopolitical complexities ... India could reconstitute in the 21st century the India
Center that ...
The Curzonian imprint on Indian foreign policy
Therefore, it is a story about Cold War geopolitics, franchise capitalism and political
ideologies, modernization, national development, regional integration, and socialism. In the
21st century ...
Sweet Drink: A Complex Story
Inadvertently, my people must wake up to the reality of 21st Century development ... speaks
to everyone s conscience in our religion, geopolitics, and cultural nuances. The poverty of
mind ...

This edited volume assesses the geopolitical configuration of forces in the international
arena at the beginning of the twenty-first century. Since the end of the Cold War, the
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international arena has entered a period of transition. Although the United States emerged
as the victor in the Cold War, there is considerable disagreement among foreign policy elites
over what its role should be: a stealth empire, an overt hegemon, a policeman of the
maritime-commercial commons or to withdraw from its international commitments and
protect the homeland from new and dangerous threats. Six years ago, the United States
appeared to be the uncontested superpower of the post-Cold War era, but terrorism,
asymmetrical warfare, conflicts over strategic goods (such as oil and minerals), and the quest
for a defence against missiles launched by rogue states, have produced considerable
uncertainty. In response to structural (economic and military) changes and changes in the
perception of American power, regional powers are vying for status in the international
order. Geopolitics for the 21st Century will be of interest to students of geopolitics, strategic
studies and international relations.
New York Times bestseller "A cogent analysis of the concurrent Trump/Brexit phenomena
and a dire warning about what lies ahead...a lucid, provocative book." --Kirkus Reviews Those
who championed globalization once promised a world of winners, one in which free trade
would lift all the world's boats, and extremes of left and right would give way to universally
embraced liberal values. The past few years have shattered this fantasy, as those who've paid
the price for globalism's gains have turned to populist and nationalist politicians to express
fury at the political, media, and corporate elites they blame for their losses. The United States
elected an anti-immigration, protectionist president who promised to "put America first" and
turned a cold eye on alliances and treaties. Across Europe, anti-establishment political
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parties made gains not seen in decades. The United Kingdom voted to leave the European
Union. And as Ian Bremmer shows in this eye-opening book, populism is still spreading.
Globalism creates plenty of both winners and losers, and those who've missed out want to
set things right. They've seen their futures made obsolete. They hear new voices and see new
faces all about them. They feel their cultures shift. They don't trust what they read. They've
begun to understand the world as a battle for the future that pits "us" vs. "them." Bremmer
points to the next wave of global populism, one that hits emerging nations before they have
fully emerged. As in Europe and America, citizens want security and prosperity, and they're
becoming increasingly frustrated with governments that aren't capable of providing them.
To protect themselves, many government will build walls, both digital and physical. For
instance... * In Brazil and other fast-developing countries, civilians riot when higher
expectations for better government aren't being met--the downside of their own success in
lifting millions from poverty. * In Mexico, South Africa, Turkey, Indonesia, Egypt and other
emerging states, frustration with government is on the rise and political battle lines are
being drawn. * In China, where awareness of inequality is on the rise, the state is building a
system to use the data that citizens generate to contain future demand for change * In India,
the tools now used to provide essential services for people who've never had them can one
day be used to tighten the ruling party's grip on power. When human beings feel
threatened, we identify the danger and look for allies. We use the enemy, real or imagined,
to rally friends to our side. This book is about the ways in which people will define these
threats as fights for survival. It's about the walls governments will build to protect insiders
from outsiders and the state from its people. And it's about what we can do about it.
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The Graying of the Great Powers offers the first comprehensive assessment of the
geopolitical implications of "global aging" - the dramatic transformation in population age
structures and growth rates being brought about by falling fertility and rising longevity
worldwide. It describes how demographic trends in the developed world will constrain the
ability of the United States and its traditional allies to maintain national and global security
in the decades ahead. It also explains how dramatic demographic change in the developing
world - from resurgent youth bulges in the Islamic world to premature aging in China and
population implosion in Russia - will give rise to serious new security threats. While some
argue that global aging is pushing the world toward greater peace and prosperity, The
Graying of the Great Powers warns that a period of great geopolitical danger looms just over
the horizon. Neither the triumph of multilateralism nor democratic capitalism is assured. The
demographic trends of the twenty-first century will challenge the geopolitical assumptions
of both the left and the right.
From the oceans to continental heartlands, human activities have altered the physical
characteristics of Earth's surface. With Earth's population projected to peak at 8 to 12 billion
people by 2050 and the additional stress of climate change, it is more important than ever to
understand how and where these changes are happening. Innovation in the geographical
sciences has the potential to advance knowledge of place-based environmental change,
sustainability, and the impacts of a rapidly changing economy and society. Understanding
the Changing Planet outlines eleven strategic directions to focus research and leverage new
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technologies to harness the potential that the geographical sciences offer.
This book examines the evolution and major elements of China s Belt-and-Road Initiative
(BRI), a trillion-dollar project for the revival and refinement of ancient terrestrial and
maritime trade routes. The author analyses the foreign policy and economic strategy behind
the initiative as well as the geoeconomic and geopolitical impact on the region.
Furthermore, he assesses whether the BRI has to be considered as a challenge to the US-led
order, leading to a Sinocentric order in the 21st century. Offering two case studies on the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road (MSR), the
book reveals the drivers motivating China and its partners in executing BRI projects, such as
security of commodity-shipments, energy supplies, and explores trade volumes as well as
the anxiety these trigger among critics. The book juxtaposes these to non-Chinese,
specifically multilateral institutional and Western corporate, inputs into Beijing s
developmental planning-processes. It also identifies the role of combined Chinese-foreign
stimuli in generating the policy priorities precipitating the BRI vision, and the geoeconomic
essence of BRI s implementation.
Moderne Diplomatie wirkt heute in viele Bereiche des modernen Lebens hinein. Sie ist
zugleich selbst neuen Einflüssen ausgesetzt. Faktoren, die unsere Gesellschaften verändern,
verändern auch unser Regierungshandeln, auch in der Außenpolitik, seien es Digitalisierung,
emotionalisierte Sensibilitäten unserer Öffentlichkeiten oder nicht-staatliche internationale
Akteure. Derartige Entwicklungen müssen von der Diplomatie aufgenommen werden, damit
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sie weiter als Instrument einer Regierung funktionieren kann. Regierungen sollten Wege
finden, zwischen den neuen Bedürfnissen der Gesellschaft und den Notwendigkeiten
legitimen Regierungshandelns zu vermitteln. Das Ziel sollte sein, als souveräner Staat
handeln zu können und zugleich das Potential der tiefgreifenden gesellschaftlichen
Veränderungen zu nutzen. Mit Beiträgen von Volker Stanzel, Sascha Lohmann, Andrew
Cooper, Christer Jönsson, Corneliu Bjola, Emillie V. de Keulenaar, Jan Melissen, Karsten D.
Voigt, Kim B. Olsen, Hanns W. Maull und R. S. Zaharna
Globalization and Capitalist Geopolitics is concerned with the nature of corporate power
against the backdrop of the decline of the West and the struggle by non-western states to
challenge and overcome domination of the rest of the world by the West. This book argues
that although the US continues to preside over a quasi-imperial system of power based on
global military preponderance and financial statecraft, and remains reluctant to recognize
the realities global economic convergence, the age of imperial state hegemony is giving way
to a new international order characterized by capitalist sovereignty and competition
between regional and transnational concentrations of economic power. This title seeks to
interrogate the structure of world order by examining leading approaches to globalization
and political economy in international relations and international political economy.
Breaking with the classical school, Woodley argues that geopolitics should be understood as
a transnational strategic practice employed by powerful state actors, which mirrors
predatory corporate rivalry for control over global resources and markets, reproducing the
structural conditions for corporate power through the transnational state form of capital. In
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a period of increasing geopolitical insecurity and economic instability this title provides an
authoritative yet accessible commentary on debates on capitalism and globalization in the
wake of the financial crisis. It is valuable resource for students and scholars seeking to
develop a deeper understanding of the historical determinants of the changing dynamics of
neoliberal capitalism and their implications for world order.
From New York Times bestselling author and former U.S. secretary of state Condoleezza Rice
and Stanford University professor Amy B. Zegart comes an examination of the rapidly
evolving state of political risk, and how to navigate it. The world is changing fast. Political
risk-the probability that a political action could significantly impact a company's business-is
affecting more businesses in more ways than ever before. A generation ago, political risk
mostly involved a handful of industries dealing with governments in a few frontier markets.
Today, political risk stems from a widening array of actors, including Twitter users, local
officials, activists, terrorists, hackers, and more. The very institutions and laws that were
supposed to reduce business uncertainty and risk are often having the opposite effect. In
today's globalized world, there are no "safe" bets. POLITICAL RISK investigates and analyzes
this evolving landscape, what businesses can do to navigate it, and what all of us can learn
about how to better understand and grapple with these rapidly changing global political
dynamics. Drawing on lessons from the successes and failures of companies across multiple
industries as well as examples from aircraft carrier operations, NASA missions, and other
unusual places, POLITICAL RISK offers a first-of-its-kind framework that can be deployed in
any organization, from startups to Fortune 500 companies. Organizations that take a serious,
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systematic approach to political risk management are likely to be surprised less often and
recover better. Companies that don't get these basics right are more likely to get blindsided.
A groundbreaking look at the future of great power competition in an age of globalization
and what the United States can do in response The two decades after the Cold War saw
unprecedented cooperation between the major powers as the world converged on a model
of liberal international order. Now, great power competition is back and the liberal order is in
jeopardy. Russia and China are increasingly revisionist in their regions. The Middle East
appears to be unraveling. And many Americans question why the United States ought to
lead. What will great power competition look like in the decades ahead? Will the liberal
world order survive? What impact will geopolitics have on globalization? And, what strategy
should the United States pursue to succeed in an increasingly competitive world? In this
book Thomas Wright explains how major powers will compete fiercely even as they try to
avoid war with each other. Wright outlines a new American strategy̶Responsible
Competition̶to navigate these challenges and strengthen the liberal order.
oEurope is a landscape; East Asia is a seascape.o Thus begins the first chapter of Asia's
Cauldronand thus does renowned travel writer and foreign policy expert Robert D. Kaplan
draw the line between European conflicts and the geopolitical struggles of the future.
Kaplan explains Chinese dominance over the body of water that multiple countries claim and
exposes the underreported military buildup in the region. As he describes the conflicting
interests that are heating up in East Asia, Kaplan interprets America's interests and
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responsibilities to Asian allegiances in the context of a more dominant China. Asia's
Cauldronis sure to become required reading for Asia watchers and general readers alike.
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